WAMCon 2019 & WA Music Industry Feedback
WAM undertook an industry wide survey to best understand the industry’s issues and needs,
whilst also surveying WAMCon 2019 attendees to get intelligence on how the event is perceived
and what outcomes it delivers. This is a summary of the survey results and recommendations.
Major Issues Facing WA Music Industry
It is clear from the Main Survey findings that Financial Pressure remains the number one issue
for music industry practitioners and musicians. It was the biggest barrier for survey respondents
at 51%, and the top six barriers relating to revenue streams. In addition to Financial Pressure
these include, Low income streams from performances (48%), Lack of gig opportunities (44%),
Engaging new audiences/building a following (43%), Limited time to work on music projects due
to job/life commitments (42%), and Lack of access to government funding (34%).
In WA, financial and time pressures are exacerbated by the High Costs of Transport for travel
within WA and interstate. This applies for both Perth-based and even more so, regionally based
members of the music community.
61% of female respondents reported experiencing confidence issues, compared with 35% of
male respondents. Women were three times more likely to experience Gender Discrimination
(72%) compared to males (24%). 33% of respondents noted Ageism as a barrier for their music
careers, and 32% thought this was an issue for the industry as a whole.
The major issues noted in First Nations Australians responses included Financial Pressure at
75% (compared with non-indigenous respondents 50%), Lack of income streams due to digital
streaming platforms at 50% (25%), Low income streams from performances at 50% (47%),
Engaging new audiences/building a following at 50% (42%), Shortage of jobs at 50% (18%),
Mental health issues at 50% (29%), Limited time to work on music projects due to job/life
commitments at 50% (42%), Gender discrimination at 50% (18%) and being Unable to afford
musical equipment/hardware at 50% (28%).
In the Final Comments section of the industry Survey, WAM received 75% responses which
offered positive feedback, suggestions or general comments.
WAMCon
WAMCon 2019 scored very positive results in the Enthusiasm, Local Impacts, Networks,
Platform, Inclusion, Rigour and Connection questions of the Culture Counts survey. This
indicates the event’s mission to “inspire” “engage” and “connect” with an ethos of “inclusivity”
translated to people’s experience while attending WAMCon 2019.
WAMCon 2019’s SCHED reviews were also very positive with an average rating of 9.7 out of 10
for all sessions.
Comments were raised regarding the pricing structure of WAMCon as a barrier to accessibility,
and the disadvantage for regional members of the music industry due to the additional costs of

travel and accommodation in Perth, and difficulty of getting away from family, work or other
commitments.
Recommended Actions
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
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Review WAMCon pricing structure and consider other modes of entry to improve
accessibility.
Investigate how new technologies can encourage greater engagement and access for
members of the music industry across WA, as well as WAMCon speakers and contributors.
Explore and deliver programs and WAMCon content that help First Nations people
participating in music in WA close the gap with non-indigenous people to ultimately
ensure all Western Australians have the same opportunities in music.
Continue to partner with the Regional Roundtable event to provide networking, upskilling
and engagement opportunities between regional WA and Perth Metro based practitioners.
Integrate where possible the recommendations of WAM’s Fair Play report into WAMCon
content and more generally across all program activity.
Continue to assess the role of WAM’s wider suite of programs and the potential for
WAMCon to better position the local music industry to have greater financial
opportunities and security.
Review and better align WAM’s communications to best meet the differing needs of all
demographics.

Given the main survey was taken ahead of the Covid-19 Lockdowns, the impact of this is not
contained within the survey outcomes; WAM will Conduct another Industry wide needs survey
to understand if there is a shift in the issues affecting the sector as a result of Covid-19, what
these issues are and how to best respond to that to ensure a sustainable and vibrant music
industry in WA.
This survey needs to be conducted annually to best understand the shifting state of the sector
and to continually ensure all program activity responds to those needs. The findings of each
survey will be launched at the following WAMCon event.

